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The accurate estimation of power battery state of charge (SOC) is of great significance to vehicle driving
safety and energy management. In this paper, the second-order RC equivalent circuit model is used, the
recursive least square method with forgetting factor (FFRLS) is used for online parameter identification,
and the extended Kalman filter (EKF) is used for SOC estimation. The off-line data charging and
discharging under each working condition of the battery are used as training data, the BP neural network
is used for training, and the estimation error of the extended Kalman filter is used as the training output
of the neural network to compensate for the error of the extended Kalman filter. FFRLS and EKF are
used to ensure the real-time performance of the system, and FFRLS and BP neural networks are used to
improve the robustness of the system. It is proven through simulation that this method can effectively
improve the accuracy of SOC estimation.
Keywords: Online parameter identification; recursive least squares method; BP neural network;
extended Kalman filter; robustness; real-time.

1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of the global economy also brings environmental and energy issues.
The emission of carbon dioxide and harmful pollutants has become a focus of international attention.
To reduce the consumption of fossil fuels by vehicles and alleviate energy resources and demands, the
development of vehicles powered by novel energy sources has achieved global consensus. As the core
energy storage unit for vehicles powered by new energy sources, power batteries directly impact
performance. Lithium-ion batteries have become the leading energy unit product of new energy
vehicles because of their high energy density, high power density, and long service life. The SOC of
the battery has a significant influence on the driving performance of the vehicle. An accurate SOC can
ensure the safe and reliable operation of the power battery and provide an adequate basis for vehicle
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energy management and safety management. The research and optimization of battery SOC estimation
have always represented a hot direction for many universities and enterprises[1,2].
The model-based SOC estimation method uses the model and state estimation calculation
method to complete the estimation of the power battery SOC. This method first needs to establish a
reliable model and state equation and apply filter algorithms and observers to estimate the SOC. The
model-based approach is a closed-loop iterative process, which makes the algorithm robust to a certain
extent by continuously revising the SOC estimation value. Generally, a model-based method includes
three steps: model building, parameter estimation, and estimation algorithm. This article adopts a
model-based SOC estimation method, and the development status of this method is sorted out
below[6].
The model is built, and it is found through experiments that the output voltage of the power
battery is accompanied by electrochemical polarization, which has strong time-variance and strong
nonlinearity. To simulate the working state of the battery and guide engineering applications, it is
necessary to build a model that can instantiate this reaction and elucidate the mathematical relationship
between the various parameters based on the principles of physics and chemistry [3,7]. Standard power
battery models are mainly electrochemical models, equivalent circuit models, and fractional-order
batteries based on comparable circuit models and AC impedance characteristics[8,10].
For model parameter identification, the filtering process in the Kalman filter algorithm requires
dynamic data such as current and terminal voltage collected by the sensor and other parameters in the
model. These parameters are generally not directly available and need to be obtained using specific
methods. The accuracy of the parameters will affect the accuracy of the SOC estimation. Parameter
identification can be divided into offline parameter identification and online parameter identification
based on real-time performance.
Online parameter identification calculates real-time measured current, voltage, temperature,
and other parameters realizes online updating of parameters, ensures strong followability, achieves
solid real-time performance, and does not require a large amount of offline experimental data. Xiang
wei Guo uses the recursive least squares method with a forgetting factor and unscented Kalman filter
to estimate the SOC to enhance the real-time performance. It is proven through simulation that the
estimation accuracy is higher than that of a single unscented Kalman filter [24]. Rui Xiong uses the
multiscale dual-extended Kalman filter, sets different online parameter identification and calculation
frequencies of SOC estimation, effectively overcomes the problem of initial capacity change with the
environment, improves SOC estimation accuracy while reducing calculation time, and increases
estimation efficiency by 47%[25]. Rui Xiong used the least squares method as the online number
estimation method, combined with the electrochemical polarization model, and the simulation proved
that the error between the simulated terminal voltage and the experimental value was controlled within
1% [15]. According to the power battery discharge current, Cheng Zhang set different parameter
update frequencies under different current frequencies to optimize the online parameter identification
method. Simulations and experiments prove that this parameter identification method can improve the
accuracy of SOC estimation [14]. H. Rahimi uses the moving window least squares method for
parameter identification. This method can determine the length of the window according to the degree
of fluctuation of the input data, which makes up for the shortcomings of the recursive least squares
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method that relies on frequent data excitation to achieve accurate identification [17, 18]. The above are
all based on the optimization algorithm of the extended Kalman filter or least square method for online
parameter identification, but both algorithms have shortcomings. A double extended Kalman filter
needs to select different estimation frequencies, and the least square process requires fluctuation. Even
if online parameter recognition is used, frequent excitation can improve accuracy, but it still needs to
be optimized.
SOC estimation is an essential aspect of electric vehicle battery management systems and is the
basis for ensuring the safe operation of the power battery systems. The Kalman filtering algorithm is
commonly utilized in power battery SOC estimation methods. It takes the estimator as a spatial state
variable, makes full use of the measurable data in the battery system, and uses the recursive approach
to filter out the design and random noise to obtain an accurate space state value[4,9]. M.Mastali
compared the ampere-hour integration method, extended Kalman filter, and double extended Kalman
filter method, taking the circular battery and square battery as the research object; through simulation
analysis, the double extended Kalman filter was found to be more adaptabled to different types of
batteries and to take real-time performance and accuracy into account[23]. Xiong Rui used dual
Kalman filtering to estimate the SOC and equivalent circuit model parameters separately and used
different update frequencies according to the change characteristics of the two variables to achieve
improved accuracy and real-time performance of SOC estimation [25]. Xiangwu Yan used the GNL
equivalent circuit model to consider the battery's self-discharge coefficient to reflect the battery's static
and dynamic power changes more accurately. At the same time, the estimation accuracy of the EKF
and AUKF methods is compared, and the simulation proves that the estimation effect of AUKF is
better[26]. Hongwen He compared the estimation accuracy of the EKF and UKF. From the estimation
accuracy and convergence speed as comparison parameters, simulations prove that UKF and EKF can
effectively overcome the shortcomings of inaccurate initial SOC values, but the convergence speed and
estimation accuracy of the UKF are better than those of the EKF [32]. Through the above analysis,
Kalman filtering and derivative algorithms are shown to belong to the mainstream direction of SOC
estimation, but Kalman filtering cannot meet the accuracy of the actual production requirements of
SOC. Because of the linear approximation steps in the algorithm principle, there will be errors. When
high accuracy is required, it is necessary to improve the model parameters and algorithm optimization
to obtain better results.
Based on a data-driven method, this method is effetive in dealing with nonlinear problems. The
typical representative of this type of method is the neural network model, which does not need to
consider the internal reaction mechanism of the power battery and can estimate the relevant parameters
in the battery system. It has robust fitting ability and is suitable for any power battery. Mohammad
use the RBF neural network model to estimate battery parameters. The voltage at the last moment, the
current at that moment, and the SOC obtained by the ampere-hour integration method are used as the
input of the NN, and the terminal voltage at this moment is used as the model output. In the EKF
calculation using this terminal voltage, the simulation shows that better estimation accuracy can be
attained[21]. Chang Cheng used the BP neural network model to estimate the SOH. Through analysis,
the open-circuit voltage difference and the ohmic impedance of the battery were found to change
according to the conditions of different cycles. The neural network was used to estimate the SOH, and
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the estimation error was less than 5% [28]. Chao Dong used the momentum backpropagation algorithm
to build a BP neural network model to estimate SOC, design a dynamic momentum factor to ensure the
convergence speed, and prove through simulation that the SOC estimation can be accurate to within 4%
[27]. Cheng Bo selects the parameters required for training according to the degree of correlation
between the parameters and the SOC, uses a new immune evolution algorithm to optimize the weights
in the BP neural network, and estimates the SOC through the optimized neural network, accuracy
within 5% can be reached[30]. Bizhong Xia uses the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to optimize the
weights of the wavelet transform of neural network and then uses the trained neural network to
optimize the particle filter to obtain a more accurate SOC [33]. The neural network has strong learning
ability. For the BP neural network, the weight optimization and learning data quality directly affect the
training result during direction propagation.
Based on the above analysis and research, this paper proposes an SOC estimation method
which uses an online parameter identification method to estimate model parameters, uses EKF to
estimate SOC, and then uses a BP neural network to compensate for SOC estimation results to ensure
accurate real-time estimation. Through simulation, it can be proven that the method proposed in this
paper can effectively improve the estimation accuracy of SOC.

2. ESTABLISHMENT OF BATTERY MODEL
The battery model is used to describe the external characteristics of the battery during operation
and reflect the changes in various parameters of the battery during charging and discharging. Because
the battery's internal components are connected with DC impedance, the battery also undergoes
polarization reaction due to the inner reaction mechanism during the charging and discharging process.
The Thevenin model can reflectively the phenomenon of this battery[7]. Experiments show that the
Thevenin model of the second-order RC network has better simulation efficiency. Consider the
discharge data of the battery in a specific HPPC discharge experiment during the resting stage and the
utilization of equations of different orders to fit the voltage and time. Referring to Figure 1, and with
respect to the fitting results in Table 1 and consideration of the calculation efficiency, this paper adopts
the Thevenin model of the second-order RC network. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the equivalent
circuit model[5,16,22].
In Figure 2, U OC is the open circuit voltage, U L is the terminal voltage, I is the operating current,

RP and RS are polarization resistances, C P and C S are polarization capacitances, R0 is ohmic internal
resistance, U P and U S are polarization voltages, and U 0 is the ohmic voltage across the internal
resistance.
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Figure 1. RC network fitting curves for order 1-4.

Figure 2 Second-order RC equivalent circuit model
Table 1. Fitting accuracy of each order equation
RC order
First order
Second order
Third order
Fourth order

Error sum of
squares
6.368e-07
1.72e-06
4.43e-07
5.335e-06

Standard deviation
1.278e-3
2.156e-4
1.125e-4
4.021e-4

Coefficient of
determination
0.8836
0.9969
0.9992
0.9885

From the physical relationship of the components in Figure 2 and according to Kirchhoff's law,
we can obtain:
I
UP
U P 

（1）
C P RP C P
U
I
U S 
 S （2）
CS RS CS

Ut  UOC  U P  U S  IR （3）
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Figure 3. SOC-OCV battery curve

Experiments have proven that the open-circuit voltage and SOC have the same changing trend
and exhibit a specific corresponding relationship with the SOC value [15]: that is, the OCV-SOC curve
of the battery. Generally, different SOCs are obtained through hybrid plus power characteristic. The
curve is obtained after fitting the open-circuit voltage below the SOC. Because the battery exhibits
voltage hysteresis during charging and discharging, the voltage during charging is always higher than
the voltage during discharge. This hysteresis effect is mainly attributed to the internal structure and
working principle of lithium-ion batteries. This article takes the average value of the open-circuit
voltage during charging and discharging and obtains the OCV-SOC curve shown in Figure 3 [7].

3. ONLINE PARAMETER RECOGNITION
The online parameter estimation method can improve the real-time performance and robustness
of parameter estimation. This paper adopts the recursive least squares method (FFRLS) with the
forgetting factor as parameter identification. The basic idea of the recursive least squares method is to
add the last estimated value and the correction term to obtain a newly assessed value and overcome the
model parameter uncertainty through typical parameter correction and updating. Increasing the
forgetting factor reduces the previous weight. The information volume of data creates conditions for
supplementing new data. The system equation of the battery is as follows:
yk  kk  ek
(4)
yk is the output variable, which in this system is the instantaneous terminal voltage at the
moment,  k is the observed variable in the system, which in the battery system is the matrix composed
of the terminal voltage and current at the previous moment,  is the parameter matrix , the parameters
in the battery system can be calculated through the parameters in the matrix and ek is the stationary
zero-mean white noise. The k in the lower right corner of each variable represents the k time.
The algorithm iteration process of the recursive least squares method with the forgetting factor
is as follows:
T
T
(5)
Kk  Pk k [k Pk 1k   ]1
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(6)
 k   k 1  K k [ yk   k  k 1 ]
Pk  1 [ I  K k  k ]Pk 1
(7)

 is the forgetting factor, K k is the algorithm gain, and Pk is the error covariance matrix of
the parameter estimates. First, the algorithm gain is calculated and used along with the terminal voltage
prediction error to determine the correction of the predicted value, and the error covariance matrix of
the parameter estimates is ultimately updated until the algorithm end requirement is met.
To facilitate applying the FFRLS algorithm in the battery system, it is necessary to discretize
the space state equation of the equivalent circuit model. According to the second-order identical circuit
model and the physical relationship, it can be pulled-transformed and obtained in the frequency
domain. The equation:
RS
RP
U t ( s )  U oc ( s )   I ( s )( R0 

)
(8)
1  RS CS s 1  RP C P s
Obtain the transfer function of the second-order model through (8).
U ( s )  U oc ( s )
RS
RP
G( s)  t
 ( R0 

)
I (s)
1  RS CS s 1  RP C P s

(9)

The bilinear transformation method is commonly used to map the system from the s-plane to
the z-plane. In this paper, the method in (10) is used for the bilinear transformation.
2 1  z 1
s
T 1  z 1







T is the sampling frequency; in this article, T=1s. The equation based on the z-plane is:
c  c z 1  c5 z 2
G ( z 1 )  3 4 1
1  c1 z  c2 z  2
Equation (11) can be transferred to the discrete time domain, and the result is:
U t ,k  (1  c1  c2 )U oc  c1U t ,k 1  c2U t ,k 2  c3 I k  c4 I k 1  c5 I k 2

(10)

(11)

(12)

According to system equation (4), formula (12) is transformed into the form of a matrix
product:
(k )  [1 U t ,k 1 U t ,k 2 I k I k 1 I k 2 ]
(13)

 (k )  [(1  c1  c2 )U oc，k

c1 c2

c3

c4

c5 ]T

(14)

Equation (13) is the observation variable matrix, and U t ,k , U t ,k -1 , U t ,k -2 , I k , I k -1 ,and I k -2 are the
terminal voltage and current values at k time, k 1 time, and k  2 time, respectively. U oc ,k is the
open circuit voltage at the k moment. Equation (14) is the parameter matrix.
The FFRLS algorithm needs to initialize some of the parameters during the calculation so that
the error covariance matrix P0  I ,  is as large as possible, I is the unit matrix, the forgetting
factor  =0.99, and  0 can take any value. Afterwards, iterative calculations are performed to obtain
the parameter matrix, and then simple calculations are performed to obtain the battery system
parameter values.
c c c
R0  3 4 5
(15)
1  c1  c2
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  T (c1  4c2 )  T (c2  1) 

c1  c2  12 c1  c2  1 

s 
2
2
2
 T（
c1  4c2） T (c2  1) 


 c1  c2  12 c1  c2  1 

p  
2
  1 c1  c4  c5  T c3  c5   1 c3  c4  c5  




c

c

1
c

c

1
c1  c2  1 
1
2
1
2

Rs  
 1   2 
T c2  1c1  c4  c5 
 

 c1  c2  1c1  c2  1

c c c
R p  3 4 5  R0  Rs
1  c1  c2

Cs  s
Rs

Cp  p
Rp
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(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)
(20)
(21)

The obtained R0 , Rs , R p , Cs , C p are used as model parameters in the EKF algorithm to
estimate the SOC[12,13,24].

4. SOC ESTIMATION
4.1 Extended Kalman Filter
The basic idea of the EKF algorithm is to expand the nonlinear equations of the system using
the Taylor expansion formula and then use the KF algorithm to recursively achieve an approximate
estimation of the state variables of the nonlinear system. The system state equation and system
observation equation of the standard linear system are as follows:
xk  Ak xk 1  Bk uk  wk
(22)
yk  Ck xk  Dk uk  vk
(23)
General engineering application systems are mostly nonlinear systems. The following are the
system state equations and system observation equations of the nonlinear system:
xk  f ( xk 1 , uk 1 )  wk 1
(24)
yk  h( xk , uk )  vk
(25)
In equations (22),(23),(24) and (25) , xk are the state vectors, which are composed of the
polarization voltage and SOC at time k in the battery system, the observation vector is y k , which is
the terminal voltage in the battery system at time k , and the white noise of the system is wk , the
measured white noise is vk , the mean value of wk and vk is 0, and the covariance matrix is
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represented by Qk and Rk respectively.
Because the system that needs to participate in the Kalman filter algorithm calculation needs to
be linear, the sum is Taylor expanded, the first-order term is retained, and the higher-order word is
ignored to approximate the linearization of the nonlinear system as in: Equation (23) and Equation (24)
is the approximate transformation equation.
f ( xk , uk )
ˆk )
f xk , uk   f ( xˆk , uk ) 
 ( xk  x
(26)
x xk
xk


h( xk , uk )
h  xk , u k   h ( x k , u k ) 
 ( xk  x k )
(27)
x xk
xk
Substituting Formulas (26) and (27) into Formulas (22) and (23), we obtain:




xk  Ak 1 xk 1   f ( xk 1 , uk 1 )  Ak 1 xk 1   wk 1






yk  Ck xk   h( xk , uk )  Ck xk   vk


Define
Ak 

f xk , uk 
xk
x

， Ck 
k

 xˆ k

h x k , u k 
xk

x  xˆ k

，

(28)
(29)

Bk uk  f xˆk 1 , uk 1   Ak 1 xˆk 1 ，

Ck uk  hxˆk , uk   Ck xˆk

(30)

The approximate linear transformation of the system equation has been completed, and the
physical quantities of the battery system are substituted into the transformed nonlinear system. After
discretizing the physical equations in the equivalent circuit model, the following state equations can be
obtained.
t
SOCk  SOCk 1 
(31)
C N I k 1
 t


Rs C s 

U s ,k  e U s ,k 1  1  e
RI

 s k 1


 t
 t


R C
R C
U p ,k  e p p U p ,k 1  1  e p p  R p I k 1




U t ,k  U oc ( SOCk )  R0 I k  U s ,k  U p ,k  vk
 t
Rs C s

Convert the above formula into the form of a matrix.
 t
 

Rs C s 



R
1

e
 t
s
 RC




s s


e
0
0 U
 U s ,k  
 t
 t

  s ,k 1   
R pC p
R
C
U  0
p
p
 I
e
0  U p ,k 1    R p 1  e
 p ,k  

 k


 SOCk   0
0
1  SOCk 1   
t







Cn



(32)
(33)
(34)

(35)
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 U s ,k 
U oc ,k 
 [1 1
]  U p ,k 
SOCk
 SOCk 

(36)

Corresponding to the matrices in Equations (35) and (36) and the matrices in (22) and (23) in
the linear system, the following matrices can be obtained.
 R Ct

0
0
e s s
 t


Rs C s
e
0 ,Feedforward matrix Dk  R0 ,
Transfer matrix Ak   0
 0
0
1





U oc  SOCk  

Output matrix Ck   1 1
，
SOCk 

T

 t
 t
 

  t 

R pC p 
Rs Cs 



Output matrix Bk   Rs 1  e
Rp 1  e


 Cn 
 





After obtaining the system state equation and the observation state equation, some parameters
in the EKF need to be initialized so that the initial matrix of the error covariance matrix
P0  [0.0001 0.0001 1]T I , the system noise error covariance matrix Q  I , and the  value can

take a relatively large number, EKF iteration may then proceed.
xˆk  f xˆk 1 , uk 1 

P   Ak Pk 1 Ak  Qk 1
ek  yk  hxˆk , uk 
T



Kk  Pk Ck (Ck P CkT  Rk 1 )1
xˆk  xˆk  K k ek
T


k

Pk  ( I  K k Ck ) P

In Formula (35), x̂

(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)


k

is the prior state value of the state vector, x̂k is the posterior state value

of the state vector, P  is the prior state error covariance matrix, Pk is the posterior state error
covariance matrix, and ek is the innovation. The EKF estimated SOC result is obtained through
iteration[11,12,14,15,23].
4.2 BP neural network
4.2.1 The structure of the BP neural network
The BP neural network is also called the error backpropagation neural network. It is a
feedforward network composed of nonlinear transformation units. It can learn and store a large amount
of data without revealing the mathematical relationship between system variables in advance. The
learning rule is to use a specific learning method to continuously adjust the weights and thresholds of
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the network through backpropagation to minimize the sum of squared errors of the network to meet the
target value. The topological structure of the BP neural network model includes the input layer, hidden
layer, and output layer.
T
The input vector of the network is X  x1  xi  xn  , the output vector of the hidden

layer is Y  y1  y j  ym  , the output layer vector represents O  o1  ok  xl  ,
T

T

the expected output vector of the neural network is D  d1  dk  dl  , the weight matrix
T

from the input layer to the hidden layer is V  v1  v j  vm  , and the weight matrix of the
T

output layer is W  w1  wk  wl  .
T

Figure 4. BP neural network structure

The mathematical expression of the output layer:
 ok  f netk  k  1,2, , l

m
net  w y k  1,2, , l
jk j
 k 
j 1

(43)

The mathematical expression of the hidden layer:
 y j  f net j  j  1,2, , m

n
net  v x j  1,2, , m
ij i
 j 
i 1

(44)

In Equations (36) and (37), the activation function generally uses unipolar sigmoid function:
1
f ( x) 
(45)
1  e x
For the error and weight adjustment of the network, the error is defined as:
1
1 l
2
E  D  O    d k  ok 2
2
2 k 1

(46)

Substituting Equations (43) and (44) into Equation (46), we can obtain:
2

m

m
1 m 
 n
 

 1 l 


E   d k  f  w jk f net j     d k  f  w jk f   vij xi  
2 j 1 
2 k 1 
 i 1
 
 j 1

 j 1





2

(47)
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When the weight is adjusted, the BP neural network is adjusted according to the negative
gradient direction, namely:
E
w jk  
j  0,1,2, m k  1,2,, l
w jk

vij  

E
vij

i  0,1,2,, n

j  1,2,, m

(48)

It can be seen from the above formula that the estimation error of the network can be expressed
as a correlation function composed of the hidden layer weight w jk and the input layer weight vij .
Adjusting the weight of the network can change the estimation error of the network. In the process of
non-iterative calculation, the BP neural network continuously reduces the error by adjusting the
weights and thresholds to meet the accuracy requirements.
The negative sign in Equation (48) indicates that the weight adjustment direction is the
negative direction of the gradient,and  is the learning rate of the neural network, where a large
learning rate will cause the system to be unstable, but a small learning rate will cause the convergence
to be too slow and prolong the training time, the learning rate  of this article is 0.05. The second step
is to determine the number of nodes in the hidden layer. Generally, empirical formulas are used to
determine the number of nodes in the input layer, n is the number of nodes in the hidden layer, m is
the number of nodes in the output layer, and l is a a constant between 1-10. The number of nodes
x of the hidden layer is determined by an empirical formula, as shown in the following formula.
(49)
x  nm a
When the BP neural network preprocesses the data, it conducts polarity normalization
processing. The purpose is to limit each sample variable to the interval of [0,1] or [-1,1], to ensure that
each variable during training with equal weights, it can also avoid errors in network training caused by
overloading of neurons to excessive input variable values. In this paper, the maximum and minimum
methods are used for normalization, and the mathematical formula is:
x  xmin
xi  i
(50)
xmax  xmin
xmax and xmin are the maximum and minimum values in the data sequence, respectively.
At the same time, to ensure the randomness of the data, the order of the training data should be
disturbed to avoid learning the sample data with fixed rules; noise may also exist in the training data.
After the order is settled, the noise will be mixed into the standard data to reduce the negative impact
of noise data [21,24,27].
4.3 FFRLS-EKF joint estimation of SOC
In the derivation process of the EKF algorithm, the nonlinear system is expanded by Taylor, the
high-order terms are omitted, and only the first-order terms are retained so that the nonlinear system is
approximately expressed by the linear system formula such that the battery system meets the EKF
algorithm. However, it is found through experiments that EKF still exhibits substantial error when
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estimating battery SOC, which is not suitable for application in engineering practice. In actual working
conditions of the battery, the working state of the battery is changeable, especially at the end of
discharge, the battery is not in the voltage plateau period, and the voltage drops faster. At this time, the
chemical reaction environment inside the battery changes, the concentration polarization becomes
larger, the reaction occurrence is slow, and the complexity of the reaction increases. If the approximate
linear equation continues to be used, a larger error will result. Many scholars have adopted various
optimization methods to improve the accuracy of the EKF algorithm. Some scholars use online
parameter identification methods to improve the accuracy and real-time performance of estimating the
required parameters[32].
When the EKF adopts online parameter identification, the estimation accuracy is improved to a
certain extent, but there are still errors because FFRLS estimation parameters require specific
conditions, and frequent excitation is required to generate a better identification effect. If the current
approaches 0 within a short time, the parameters are easily affected by voltage; at the same time,
FFRLS also has specific requirements for the estimated frequency because of the internal resistance of
the parameter that the system needs to identify as changing slowly with respect to the SOC. If the
calculated frequency is too fast, a large error will occur and increase the operational burden; FFRLS
also produces a certain error when using the FFRLS algorithm. At the same time, the choice of the
forgetting factor in the FFRLS algorithm will also affect the accuracy of parameter identification. If the
value is large, the result will be unstable, and if the value is small, convergence becomes more difficult.
Therefore, the parameter identification results of FFRLS can improve the accuracy of EKF, but there
are still errors and the need for continued optimization[13,14,19,32].
The BP neural network is a relatively mature data training method. It provides the network with
sufficient offline data, sets appropriate training parameters, and continuously adjusts the weights
through the error between the output and expected results to form a perfect neural network. In this
paper, a neural network is used to compensate for the mistake of EKF estimation. The parameters
obtained in the iterative process of EKF are used as training data, and the appropriate activation
function and training parameters are selected for training. The final output includes the EKF value and
the SOC value obtained from the experiment. Adding the production of the neural network to the
estimated value of EKF can obtain a more accurate SOC value[27].
The use of the EKF and FFRLS methods can ensure the real-time performance of SOC
estimation and the timely updating of various parameters of SOC estimation. Using FFRLS and BP
neural networks can ensure the robustness of SOC estimation and overcome the influence of the
external environment on SOC estimation. Finally, a high-precision SOC is obtained[13,20].
4.4 FFRLS-EKF-BPNN joint estimation steps
The first step is to initialize the algorithm parameters, as described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4
(4.1 and 4.2), to initialize the parameters of the FFRLS, EKF and BP neural network.
The second step is to train the BP neural network to build a four-input, one-output four-layer
neural network with two hidden layers. The first hidden layer includes 10 neurons, and the second
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hidden layer has 10 neurons The maximum number of iterations is 5000, and the expected value is
0.009. The training data are the charge and discharge data of the lithium iron phosphate battery under
the constant current condition with 0.5C current, the charge and discharge data under the NEDC
condition, and the charge and discharge data under the UDDS condition. In the EKF iteration process,
innovation e , Kalman gain K , state vector difference xˆk  xˆk , and terminal voltage U t estimated
by the EKF are obtained. Let SOC实验  SOCEKF be the output of the neural network. Training uses 80%
of the data, with 20% as the test sample. When the error is less than the expected value, neural network
training is completed[38,39].
The third step is to use FFRLS to perform online parameter identification and incorporate
current, terminal voltage and other measured values to be brought into the algorithm for calculation to
obtain various parameters R0 , Rs , R p , Cs , C p in the equivalent circuit model at this moment.
In the fourth step, the EKF algorithm uses the equivalent circuit model parameters obtained in
the third step and simultaneously uses the terminal voltage, current and other observations to perform
EKF iterative calculations to obtain the state vector difference xˆk  xˆk , algorithm gain K , and
innovation e at time k . The estimated terminal voltage and other parameters are generated in the
algorithm process of U t , and SOCEKF .
The fifth step is to take the four parameters obtained in the fourth step as the input vector,
bring them into the BP neural network trained in the second step, and add the output result to the result
of the EKF estimated SOC in the fourth step. The result of FFRLS-EKF-BP joint estimation of SOC is
found according to SOC EKF FFRLS SOCBP .Figure 5 is the flow chart of the joint estimation[28,29,30].
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Experimental equipment and objects
Table 2. Test object information
Battery type

voltage range

Rated
capacity

Lithium iron
phosphate

2.5 V-3.65 V

60AH

Standard
discharge
current
30A

Standard
charging current

Operating
temperature

30A

-20-50℃

Table 3. Experimental equipment information
Equipment

Model

Battery test
LANHE
system
5V100A
equipment
Temperate box

Voltage range

Current range

Operating temperature

0-5 V

0.2-100A

-20-50℃

Temperature control
range
5-60℃

Temperature
accuracy
0.1℃

Constant temperature
fluctuation
0.5℃
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The experimental objects and experimental equipment are shown in Figure 6

Figure 5. FFRLS-BPNN-EKF estimation process
To ensure that the test subjects adapted to the experimental environment before the experiment,
put the battery was equilibrated for 24 hours in advance, and then use the battery test system was used
to perform charge and discharge experiments in a constant temperature environment. All experiments
were completed in a 25°C constant temperature environment[35]. The working condition utilized in the
experiment is a specific dynamic working condition of the battery, as shown in Figure 7.
5.2 FFRLS-EKF-BPNN joint simulation results
5.2.1 BP neural network training
Experiments were performed on the battery under constant current charging and discharging
conditions, UDDS operating conditions, and NEDC operating conditions, using EKF to estimate SOC
under these conditions, and save the new information regarding EKF estimation process, Kalman gain,
and a priori state of the system was saved. The value of the difference between the vector and the
system vector in the posterior state, the estimated terminal voltage, and the abovementioned offline
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data were collected to prepare for the training of the training neural network. Figure 8 shows the
estimation of SOC under various working conditions using the EKF[34].

Figure 6. Experimental equipment and experimental objects

Figure 7. Simulation dynamic conditions

Figure 8. EFK estimated SOC diagram under three working conditions
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Figure 9 depicts the training results when taking the obtained data as input, using 80% of the
data for training and 20% of the data as testing data. The absolute coefficient of the neural network
training result is 0.93. Because of the richer training data and reasonable training parameter values, the
estimation results with smaller errors can be obtained. The maximum error is 0.02, and the BP neural
network training is completed[27,29,30,33].

Figure 9. BP neural network training results
5.2.2 FFRLS-EKF-BPNN estimate SOC
The running algorithm first performs parameter identification, and then incorporates the
parameter identification result into the EKF for SOC estimation. Figure10 shows the result of online
parameter identification using the FFRLS algorithm[14,37].
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Figure 10. Parameter identification result of FFRLS method
After the parameter identification is completed, the EKF algorithm is used to estimate the SOC.
Figure11 is a comparison diagram of the EKF and FFRLS-EKF algorithms. It can be clearly seen in
the right figure that the estimation accuracy of the SOC estimation method using the online recognition
algorithm is higher than that of the offline parameters[14,24]. This paper uses the estimation results of
FFRLS-EKF for neural network training.

Figure 11. Estimation of SOC results by EKF and EKF-FFRLS methods
Afterwards, the BP neural network is used for error compensation. Figure 12 is the comparison
between the predicted value and the experimental value. The difference between the prediction result
of the neural network and the original value is small, the maximum error is 0.0055, and the average
absolute error is 0.008[27,29,34].
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Figure 13. FFRLS-EKF-BPNN estimated value

Figure 14. SOC values obtained by value four methods
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Table 4. Error comparison

EKF
FFRLS+EKF
FFRLS+BP+EKF

Maximum absolute
error
0.0356
0.0215
0.0055

Mean absolute error

Root mean square

0.0157
0.0081
0.0008

0.0176
0.0102
0.001

Table 5. Error compared with other SOC estimation methods
This study
EKF
FFRLS+EKF
FFRLS+BP+EKF
Other sudies
Dual Extended Kalman Filter
UKF
GNL-AUKF
BPNN-UKF
ANN-EKF
Dual Neural Network
Improved RBFNN

Maximum absolute error
0.0356
0.0215
0.0055
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.035
0.028
0.034
0.03

Figure 13 shows the result of the FFRLS-EKF-BPNN method for SOC estimation. Figure 14 is
a comparison of the results of several methods used in this article .Table 4 presents the error of several
methods used in this article. Table 5 shows the errors of other research methods. The figure and table
show that the FFRLS-EKF-BP method can effectively improve the SOC estimation and accuracy,
which produces a better estimation result than original value. The maximum mean square error is
0.0055, and the root mean square error is 0.0001. Except for the initial value, the maximum absolute
error of other parts can be controlled within 0.01. The figure and table show that the FFRLS-EKF-BP
method can effectively improve the SOC estimation and accuracy, which yields a better estimation
result than the original value. Due to the error compensation of the neural network method, the
estimation accuracy and robustness of the system are increased, and the result is better than those of
other estimation methods [25,26,32,35,36,37]. At the same time, there is no need to consider the
influences of temperature, cycle life, or other parameter on the accuracy of the model, which can meet
actual engineering needs [30,31,33,40].
6. CONCLUSION
(1) The use of the second-order RC network equivalent circuit model and the combined use of
FFRLS-EKF can effectively improve the accuracy of SOC estimation, increase the real-time
performance of battery model parameter updates, and overcome the impact of the external
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environment on the battery system.
(2) Providing BPNN with sufficient data and appropriate training requirements can effectively
compensate for the error of FFRLS-EKF, improve the accuracy of SOC estimation, and increase the
robustness of the battery SOC estimation system.
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